Synthesis of nitrogen- and sulfur-codoped 3D cubic-ordered mesoporous carbon with superior performance in supercapacitors.
In this contribution, nitrogen- and sulfur-codoped 3D cubic-ordered mesoporous carbon (KNOMC) materials with controlled dopant content (10.0-4.6 atom % for nitrogen and 0.94-0.75 atom % for sulfur) are presented, using KIT-6 as the template and pyrrole as the precursor, and its supercapacitive behavior is also investigated. The presented materials exhibit excellent supercapacitive performance by combining electrical double-layer capacitance and pseudocapacitance as well as the enhanced wettability and improved conductivity generated from the incorporation of nitrogen and sulfur into the framework of carbon materials. The specific capacitance of the presented materials reaches 320 F g(-1) at a current density of 1 A g(-1), which is significantly larger than that of the pristine-ordered mesoporous carbon reported in the literature and can even compete with some metal oxides and conducting polymers.